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This paper is to provide an instruction to those who want to install A1200P/A800P
with trixbox-2.4. Before installing A1200P/A800P, you should have the foundation of
Asterisk, very basic command for Linux and trixbox. If you do not know about those
stuffs, please take time to make a research on those stuffs. Here, I tested A1200P with
trixbox-2.4. To install A1200P in trixbox-2.4, please go through with follow steps:
1.

Check hardware
z

Make sure the A1200P can be found. Run the command: lspci –vvvvvv. It
will shows the A1200P information like this:

z

2.

Plug in the power supply cable if you have FXS module on the board.

Check the versions of trixbox-2.4
z

The version I tested is trixbox-2.4.0.2.

z

Pay attention with yum update command after installing A1200P drivers.
Warning: in trixbox, if you run yum update for other purpose, you must take
care of it. After updating, zaptel might be overwritten. A1200P driver will be
lost.
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3.

Download and install the script from openvox.
z

Run command: cd /usr/src

z

Check the zapel modules are in right directory. In my test environment,
zaptel is under : /lib/modules/2.6.18-53.1.4.el5/extra/

z

Download install script from OpenVox website. Run command: wget
http://www.openvox.com.cn/downloadsFile/install_a1200p_trixbox-2.4.sh.
After

downloading

the

script,

please

run:

chmod

777

install_a1200p_trixbox-2.4.sh. please execute this command to install:
./install_a1200p_trrix-2.4.sh.

4.

Check the drivers and channels and make sure the divers are loaded
successfully. You can perform few steps to check the A1200P drivers:
z

You can manually run: modprobe zaptel, modprobe opvxa1200 and asterisk
–vvvgc to start asterisk.

z

Run ztcfg –vvv, the system will see the modules are loaded successfully. The
A1200P modules are shown like this:
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z

Run: dmesg, A1200P information will be shown. The information is shown
as bellow:

z

Under asterisk console, you can see the zap channels if zap channels are
loaded into asterisk.

z

You can access the GUI to know about zap channel status.
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If you can reach this step successfully, be very sure the zaptel channels are loaded
successfully into asterisk and you can make calls. If you have problems with
loading drivers, please check the Troubleshoot to get help.

5.

Test the calls. Here, I used channel 4, which is FXS module to call SIP 600. The
result shows as follow:
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6.

Access GUI. You can access the GUI for more system information. Some
captured GUI show here:
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7.

Troubleshooting.
Most of time, the command “genzaptelconf –d” can help you to generate
zaptel.conf and zapata.conf successfully. But sometimes, you may have problems
with no channels shown. If you can not load A1200P modules, please check the
few things in your system:
z

Check the zaptel under /etc/sysconfig. There is one module added in zaptel
file. If line: MODULES=”$MODULES opvxa1200 ” missed, please add it.
It shows as bellow:
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z

Check the zaptel.conf under /etc directory. the correct format of
zaptel .conf for my case is like this:

z

Check the zapata.conf and zapata-channels.conf. Sometimes, the
zapata-channels.conf is missed or empty in the file, the asterisk console will
7

not show the channels. Please double check the zapata.conf and
zapata-channels.conf under /etc/asterisk. You must make sure the format of
all channels is correct. Here is an example for my case.
zapata.conf:
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9

zapata-channels.conf:
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8.
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Notes:
Test environments:
trixbox-2.4.0.2
Analog Card: OpenVox A1200P
This instruction is also workable for A800P.
If you have any problem with installing A1200P in trixbox, please report to
www.openvox.com.cn or trixbox.org.
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